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ABSTRACT The fiwcings that drive long-term climate
change are not known with an accuracy sufficient to define
future climate change. Anthrupogenic greenhouse gases
(GHGs), which are well measured, cause a strtmg positive
(warming) forcing. But other, poorly measured, anthropu-
genic forcings, especially changes of atmospheric aerosols,
chmds, and land-use patterns, cause a negative forcing that
tends to offset greenhouse warming. One consequence of this
partial balance is that the natural fiwcing due to solar
irradiance changes may play a larger role in hmg-term climate
change than inferred from comparison with GHGs ahme.
Cnrren! trends in GHG climate fi)reings are smaller than in
popular "business as usual" or 1% per year CO_, growth
scenarios. The summary implication is a paradigm change fiw
long-term climate projections: uncertainties in climate fiwc-
ings have supplanted global climate sensitivity as the pre-
dominant issue.
A climate forcing is an imposed perturbation of the Earth's
energy bahmce with space (1). Examples are a change of the
solar radiation incident on the phmet or a change of ('O2 in the
Earth's atmosphere. The unit of measure is Watts per square
meter (Wires), e.g., the forcing due to the increase of atmo-
spheric CO2 since pre-industrial times is approximately 1.5
W/me (2, 3),
Climate change is a combination of deterministic response
to forcings and chaotic fluctuations--the chaos being a con-
sequence of thc nonlinear equations governing the dynamics of
the system (4). Ot, antitativc knowledge of all significant
climate forcings is needed to establish thc contribution of
deterministic factors in observed climate change and to predict
futurc climate.
We provide a perspcctivc on current understanding of global
climate forcings, in effect an update of the lntergovernmcntal
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; ref. 2). Wc stress thc need
for u range of &_rcing scenarios in climate simt&aions.
Greenhouse Gases (GH(;s)
GHGs absorb and emit infrared (heat) radiation. Becausc
temperature decreases with height in the Earth's troposphere,
increasing GHGs cause cmisskm to space to arise from higher,
colder levels, thus reducing radiation to space. This temporary
imbalance with incoming solar energy forces the planet to
warm until energy balance is restored.
Well-Mixed Gases. Changes of long-lived GHGs during the
fndustriat era are known accurately. These gascs are reason-
ably well-mixed in the troposphere, and thus their changes can
be monitored at a small number of locations. The principal
GHGs havc been measured in situ for the past few dccades and
their pro-Industrial abundances can be determined from an-
cient air bubbles trapped in polar ice sheets (5).
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I:1_;. I. Principal anthropogcnic fill(is in the Industrial era.
Abundanccs of the principal human-infh, eneed GHGs--
CO:, CH4, N:O, CFC-I 1, and CFC-12--are shown in Fig. 1.
We estimate chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) amounts before the
first measurements by using Industrial production data and
assuming atmospheric lifetimes of 50 and lifOyears for CFC- 11
and CFC-12, respectively. The early records of the other gases
arc bascd on ice core data (6, 7). Tabu(ar data for Fig. ( arc
availablc at wwvv.giss.nasa.gov/data/GHgases.
Climate forcings duc to these trace gases c;.in be computed
accurately because the absorption propcrtics arc known within
_l[IC_. Analytic fits to calculations bascd on the correlated
k-distribution method (8) arc given in Table 1. Thc accuracies
are believed to be within I(IC;' for abundances occt,,ring in the
Industrial era, including plausible amounts in the next ccntury.
The total climate forcing by the well-mixed GItGs in the
Industrial cra is _2.3 W/m e (Fig. 2). The forcing by CF('s
includes an cstimatc of O. I W/m e for minor tracc gases, which
are mainly halocarbons (% I0).
Inhumogeneously Mixed C,ases. Climate forcing by ozone is
uncertain because ozone changc as a function of alliludc is not
well mcasurcd. Ozone changes during the Industrial cra in-
cludc long-term tropospheric ozone increase associalcd with
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Table I. Radialh.c ['orcing,s in industrial era
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air pollution as well as stratospheric ozone depiction associ-
ated with anthropogcnic chlorine and bromine emissions.
Surface ozone over Europe incrcascd by a factor of five in
the past century ( 11 ), but measurements cover a small region
and calibration of early data is uncertain. Thus estimates of
global tropospheric ozone change depend in part on chemistry
models (12), which yield an ozone change in Europe smaller
than that reported (1 I). Wc calculate a global forcing of 0.3
W/m e for the modeled tropospheric ozone change of the past
century, based on an accurate radiative treatment (8) including
realistic global distributions of clouds and other radiative
constituents. Our estimated forcing and uncertainly in Fig. 2,
0.4 _+ 0.15 W/m e, reflect the range of data and models.
Ozone loss in recent years in the lower stratosphere and
tropopausc region, labeled "stratospheric'" in Fig. 2 and de-
rived from the most recent versions of satellite analyses, causes
a climate forcing -0.2 _+ 0.1 W/m-" (13, 14). This ncgativc
forcing tends to offset the positive forcing duc to increasing low
level ozone. But this offset does not imply that ozone change
has no climatic effect. Indeed, ozone change has a large effect
on the temperature profile in the troposphere and stratosphere
(13)+
Climate forcing by stratospheric water vapor is not included
in Fig. 2 because it is small and water vapor change is measured
globally only for the past fcw years (15). Tropospheric walcr
vapor, the strongest GHG, is not included either because this
water wtpor amount is a function of climate and thus represents
a climatc feedback, rather than a forcing (16).
Other Anthropogenic Forcings
In principal, there arc any number of anthropogenic climate
forcings in addition to GHGs. But forcings arc likely to be
important only if they involve change of one of the other major
atmospheric radiative constituents, i.e., aerosols or clouds, or
changes of the Earth's surface. In fact, there appear to bc
significant changes of all three of these factors.
Aerosols. Aerosols are finc particles suspended in the air.
There arc many aerosol sources and compositions (2, 17, 1;";).
The anthropogcnic eomponcnt of atmospheric aerosols still is
poorly known and thus so is the aerosol climate fl)rcing.
Our quantitative cwduation focuses on three aerosols that
probably conlributc most to the anthropogcnic aerosol optical
depth: sulfates, organic aerosols, and soil dust. But wc usc
realistic aerosol absorption, and thus wc also implicitly include
the principal radiative effect of minor aerosol constitucnts
such as black carbon (soot).
Aerosol optical depth r is defined such that a vertically
incident solar beam is attenuated by the fi,etor exp( r).
Aerosol absorption effects arc represented by the aerosol
singtc scatter albedo oJ. co is the fraction of sunlight intercepted
by the aerosol that is scattered (i.e., not absorbed).
Sulfate is the aerosol that has received most attention. The
principal anthropogcnic source is sulfur in fl_ssil fuels, which is
emitted as SO2 during combustion and oxidized in the atrno-
sphere to become mainly sulfuric acid. Fig. 3A shows the
annual global distribution of fossil fucl sulfate derived from a
chemical transport model (19).
Organic aerosols, i.e., aerosols containing organic carbon,
arc produced in combustion of biomass and fossil fuels (2, 17,
2(t, 21). The global distribution of organic aerosols is not well
known, but field studies find them to bca large portion of total
aerosol amount (22). Fig. 3B shows an estimated global
distribution of anthropogcnic organic aerosols (20), with the
aerosols in Eurasia and North America based on fossil fuel
sources and those at low latitudes and in the Southern Hemi-
sphere associated with biomass burning.
Soil (mineral) dust aerosols arc produced mainly in arid and
semi-arid regions, especially when the soil or vegetation is
disturbed. Fig. 3C shows an estimated global distribution of
anthropogcnic soil dust based on an atmospheric transport
model (23) with scvcral regions of hind-use disturbance.
These three aerosols may dominate anthropogcnic aerosol
optical depth, but the climate forcing also depends strongly on
minor constituents, especially black carbon. In principal, the
absorption and scattering of all constituents can bc added to
produec the total w and Lothat, ahmg with the aerosol angular
scattering pattern, determine the radiative eflk;et. But this
approach yields a huge uncertainty in the climate fl_rcing. One
difficulty is that _ is sensitive to whether black carbon is
externally mixed or contained within the dominant aerosols
(24) because internal mixing of black carbon increases its
absorptive effect, to and r also wtry with humidity.
These difficulties suggest the need to use observations more
directly related to the forcing, especially for the net w. In situ
observations of w (25) confirm substantial, but highly wlriablc,
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These arc lhc lhrcc _'morc realistic'" single scalier Mbcdo (_o) cases of Table 2.
aerosol absorption. Assessment of aerosol ik_rcing probably
requires advanccd capabilities for global satellite nlcasurcment
of aerosol scattcring and absorption properties (26),
In the interim, aerosol forcing can he estimated by using
climate model calculations with a range of vahlcs for w. Table
2 gives the aerosol forcing and mean global lempcrature
change in the last 20 years of 50 year simt, lations with a gh)ba]
climate model (13) that used conservatively scattering ((o = 1)
and absorbing ;._erosols. Absorbing acrosols had (o = 0.95 for
"sulfates", w = 0.92 (21) for "organics", and a wavelength
dependent w appropriate for soil dust (27). Calculated forcings
vary linearly in r and ( I - (o) R)r plausible changes of r or _o.
The regional patterns of climate response (Fig. 3) bear only
crude resemblance to the geographical distribution of aerosols.
This is a result of both thc chaotic variability of climatic
patterns and the fact that changes in atmospheric and surface
heating alter atmospheric dynamics (28).
We estimate anthropogenie aerosol |'_rcing as -0.4 "_ 0.3
W/m e, slightly less negative than the "nlorc rcalislic" w case in
Table 2. Reasons for this choice are that w = 0.95 fl_r sulfates
plus black carbon may undcrstate lhe absorption (24, 25) and
our annual global mcan optical depth of anthropogenic or-
ganic aerosols (0.02) may be too high. Also soil dust forcing
varies with choice of acrosol size and altitude distribution, and
it can yield even a small positive R_rcing (3, 27). Aerosol forcing
Table 2. Global mean lk)l,..'ings for lhrcc a¢i-osol types
w = I "_Morc rcalistic'" ,,_
Aerosol AF(W/m:) k]\((') AF(W/m _) AT,((')
"+Sulfate" 0.28 -0.19 -0.20 -I}.11
Organic 1).41 -0.25 -0.22 -0.(iS
Dusl 0.53 -11.28 0.12 II.Ilq
Total 1.22 -.0.72 -I).54 -11.28
will remain very uncertain until belier observations are ob-
tained.
Clouds. Anthropogcnic cloud changes arc a potentially
larger climate forcing than direct aerosol effects, but they arc
even more uncertain. Mos! forccd cloud changes, inchlding
aircraft contrails, arc an indirect effect of anthropogcnic
aerosols. Aerosols serve as condensation nuclei for clouds, alld
thus added aerosols alter the cloud-drop size distribution. An
increase of aerosols yickls smaller ehmd-drops, thus a larger
cloud albcdo (29), but it also increases cloud cover by hlhibiling
rainfall and thereby increasing cloud lifetime (30).
We consider two ways to cslimatc climate forcing by clouds.
The first method is based on aerosol-cloud modeling. The
second approach is an inference of the forcing from observed
changes in the diurnal cycle of surface _fir temperature.
Acrosol-chmd models yield a rangc of estimates for cloud
forcing. A typical result is approximately -1 W/m:, but it
varies by an order of magnitude as model parameters arc
varied within their uncertainties (31). Most nlodels examine
only sulfates, which may dominate lhc indircct aerosol effect
because they are so hygroscopic. But nlineral and carbona-
ceous aerosols influence cloud conderlsation, often being
coated with a small ;.,nloun! of sulfuric acid, adding further
uncertainty to acrosoJ-cloud forcing. Thus aerosol models have
been fruitless, as far as providing a useful constraint on cloud
forcing is concerned.
A second estimate of radiative forcing by clouds is b;.ised on
damping of the diurnal cycle of surface temperature that has
occt, rrcd over much of the world (32). Mcchan isms that damp
the local diurnal cycle include increase of soil moisture and
increase of atmospheric aerosols, but quantitative analysis
shows that these nlcch;.tnisnls ;.ire unable to account ['or the
large observed global-scale damping (33). The only mechanism
hmnd to cause such a large global-scale cffcct is increased
cloud cover, with the increase bcing mainly in the Northern
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FI(;. 4. Climate forcing and simulated surface air temperature response for lalld-usc change betwcctl the prc-hldustrial era and the present.
Hemisphere. Increased clouds damp the diurnal cycle by
dccrcasing solar heating of the surface in the day and decreas-
ing surface cooling to space at night. Increased aerosols
contribute a small amount to diurnal damping via the same
mcchanisms.
Climate simulations agree best with the observed diurnal
cyclc change if the t\_rcing, duc to both clouds and aerosols, is
betwcen - 1 and - 1.5 W/m e (33). If the acrost_l forcing is (rely
a few tenths of - 1 W/m-', as estimated above, this implies a
cloud forcing of appro×imately -1 W/m -_. This method of
obtaining the cloud forcing is a good approach because the
radiative mechanisms causing cloud forcing and diurnal damp-
ing, discussed above, arc closely rclatcd. A cloud's effective-
ness for climatc lotting and diurnal damping varies with the
cloud altitudc, but relatively low clouds appcar to domim_te
both the cloud forcing and diurm, I damping { I, 33).
Observations of cloud cover and sunlight duration suggest
that cloud covcr has increased this century (34), ahhough data
accuracy and coverage are poor. It has bcen suggested that the
cloud increase could bca cloud feedback accompanying global
warming (35). But in doublcd COe and transicnt climate
simulations (13), wc find that the cloud changes accompanying
an 0.5°C global warming, based on a state-of-the-art cloud
simulation (36), have an impact on the diurnal cycle an order
of magnitude smaller than that observed. Thus, wc conch, de
that the obscrvcd cloud incrcasc is probably an indirect effect
of aerosols, rather than a climatc feedback.
Based on thc infcrencc that clouds are the cause of the
observed change of the diurnal cycle of surface tcmperature,
we estimate that the aerosol-cloud forcing is - l W,/m: for the
Industrial era with a factor of two uncertainty. The asymmetric
uncertainty acknowledges the possibility of cloud forcing
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Fl(h 5. Growth rate of greenhouse climate lk_rcing based on gas
histories shown in Fig. 1. Dashed line is forcing due to 1% CO:
increase.
introduced before diurnal cycle data, but most of the aerosol-
cloud forcing was probably added during thc growth of fossil
fucl use in 1945-1980 (see below). Confirmation of the aero-
sol-cloud forcing requires a coordinated research program
including accurate global measurement of aerosol and cloud
changes, as well as i_t situ field studics and aerosol modcling.
Land-Use. The principal change imposed on thc Earth's
surface during the Industrial cra is probably land-use changes,
including deforestation, dcsertification, and cultivation. Land-
use changes alter the albedo (reflectivity) of the surface and
modify ewtpotranspiralion and surface roughness. One htrge
effect of altered vegetation occurs via thc impact of snow on
albcdo. The albcdo of a cultivated field, c.g., is affected more
by a given snowfall than is the albcdo of an evergreen forest.
Wc carried out a climate simulation with pre-lndustrial
vcgctation replaced by currcnt land-use patterns (37). In this
experiment, cropland is approximated as having the properties
of grassland and deforested tropical land undergoing regrowlh
is treated as woodland. The global climate forcing due to
current land-use, i.e., the change in the planetary radiation
bahmcc, is -0.21 W/m e, with the largest contributions from
deforested areas in Eurasia and North America (Fig. 4 Lift).
The simulatcd climate response to this forcing has global
cooling of 0.14°C (Fig. 4 Right). The dominant effect is
increased albcdo in regions of deforestation subject to snow-
fall, which apparently ovcrwhclms other cffccts such as warm-
ing due to rcduccd cvapotranspiration. However, this result is
only an initial cstimatc for the climate effect of anthropogcnic
land-use.
Somc land-use change, e.g., in China, occurred centuries
ago, hut there are also areas of change not included in our data
set. Thuswc take global land-use climate forcing as -(}.2 W/m e
with uncertainty (I.2 W/m 2 (Fig. 2). Improved determination
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requires comprehensive historical data tm hind-use change and
increased realism of land processes in climate models.
Natural Forcings
Natural climate fl)rcings arc limited to fiJctors "'imposed" on
the climate system. Thus fluctuations of soil dust aerosols that
occur with drought conditions are an internal climate feedback
process. The dominant known natural climatc forcings that
may be important on global and dccadal time scales arc
changes of the sun and stratospheric aerosols from large
volcanoes. Both of thcsc forcings have bccn mcasurcd accu-
rately from said[ties during the past two decades and are
estimated for tile preceding century from indirect measures.
Solar lrradiance. Mcasurcd changes of solar irradiancc
since 1979 reveal a cyclic w_riation of amplitude _(I.1% in
phase with the sunspot cycle (38). The variation is largcst at
UV wavelengths thai arc absorbcd in the stratosphere, bul
_bl5g_ of the variation occurs at wavelengths that penetrate
into the troposphere.
Variations of solar irradiancc on hmgcr time scales arc
hypothescs based on ad hoc relationships bct_cen irradiance
and observed solar features such as sunspot number or the
length of the solar cycle. The estimated solar forcing of (I.3
W/m e for thc period 1851) to the present (Fig. 2) is based on
the analysis of Lean cta/. (39}.
Additional indircct solar forcings have been h,vpothcsizcd,
but so far only a small effect via ozonc changcs has been
quantified. The indirect solar forcing via ozone changc is in
phasc with the direct solar forcing and approximately one-
third of its magnitude ( 1 ). Thus, this indirect solar effect may
have added a positive fl_rcing of _-(I, 1 W/m 2 over the past 150
years.
Volcanos. Stratospheric aerosols from large volcanocs can
cause a large negative forcing. This forcing decays approxi-
mately exponentially with a time constant of _ I ycar. The
eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991, which caused a peak forcing
just over 3 W/m 2 with an tmccrtainty of _2(Icf (13), was
probably the largest volcanic aerosol forcing this century.
The climate forcing duc to volcanoes in thc century preced-
ing satellite data can bc cstinmted from measurements of
atmospheric transparency (40). But, because of limitations in
the spatial, temporal, and spectral c¢wcragc of these ground-
based data, the accuracy of the global climate forcing is
probably not better than a factor of two.
We calculate the decadal mean of this episodic forcing
because our intcrcst is long-term climate change. Fig. 2 shows
the range of volcanic aerosol flwcings bctwccn a decadc with
no large volcanoes and the decade estimated to have thc
greatest aerosol amount during thc past 150 years (the 1880s),
The forcings are calculated relative to the mean aerosol forcing
for the period since 1850 (4{I). Note that use of the decadal
mean |kit this episodic forcing differs from the other forcings
in Fig. 2, which each rcprcsent the change since 1850.
Climate Forcings and Response: A Paradigm Change
The principal climate change issue of the past two decades,
exemplified by the Charncy (41 ) report, was climatc sensitivity.
That report estimated global climatc sensitivity as near 3°(7 for
doubled atmospheric CO_, with a probable error of ± 1.5°C.
The large uncertainty is a rcsult of poorly understood climate
feedbacks, especially clouds and water vapor.
In the past 2(I years, remarkable advances in palcoclimate
data have constrained climate sensitivity (5). The causes and
sequences of hmg-term climate change remain controversial,
but the large changes in phmetary surface conditions and
atmospheric composition that maintained global energy bal-
ance arc well known. Spccifically, it has bccn shown lhal the
5°C global climate change bctwcen the last ice age and the
current interglacial period was maintained by a global forcing
of 7.5 _+ 1.5 W/m 2 (16, 42, 43). Speculation that change of
ocean polcward heal transport maintaincd thc icc agc cold was
disproved by reconstructions of substantial cooling at all
latitudes.
Tile result is confirmation that climate is vcry sensitive to
global radiative forcings; wc cslimalc, 3 ± I°C for doubled
CO2. Crucial climatc sensitivity issues remain, e,g., the possi-
bility of a climate threshold for collapse of the ocean's
thermoha/ine circulation (44). Yct it seeing c[c._lr that the prime
issue now has become climalc forcings, i.e., thcrc is greater
uncertainty in future climate forcings than in global mean
climate sensitivity.
GHGs. The growth rate of GHG climate forcing is shown in
Fig. 5. Between 1950 and the early 1970s, the growth rate
rocketed from 0.01 to 0.04 W/m2/yr, drivcn by exponential
4.6q,;/yr growth of fossil fuel ('02 emission (Fig, 6). In the htst
20 years, the growth rate leveled out and declined 1o :_,0.[)3
w/me/yr duc It) a flattening of thc C02 growth rate and
plummeting growth rates for ('F('s and CII4 (9). ('umulalivc
greenhouse torcing is continuing to increase rapidly, at a rate
that would cause doubled ('O2 forcing in approximately one
century, but the alter,2d rate cmphasizcs the nccd to under-
stand the changes, and it increases the importance of com-
parison of thc greenhouse forcing with other forcmgs {Fig. 2).
Wc showed indivMual GllG growth rates clsewherc, which
raises several questions {9). Wily has the ('O2 growth n, tc
flattencd despite contitmed incrcasc of fossil fucl emissions,
albcit at a slower growth rate: is this a hmg-tcrnl increase in a
carbon sink or a temporary biosphcric uptake presaging a later
burst of CO2 growth? Is the reduced ('I-14 growth rate tem-
porary or is there an opportunity for furthcr decline and cvcn
a partial bahmcing of ('02 growth? CH4 is responsible for a
largc fraction of the anthropogenic grccnhousc cflcct, and
seems susceptible to change, but has not received commen-
surate attention. The role of O_ changes is not well known
bccausc of the abscnce of accurate knowledge of changes in its
vcrtical profile.
Aerosols and Clouds. The prcscnt climatc forcing by an-
thropogenic acrosols, the dircct effect plus the impact on
clouds, is prohaMy large and negative, at least - l W/m e . But
because of tile short lifetime of aerosols, tile forcing depends
tin their current rate of cnlission, not on prior emissions. It is
likely that during the 1975-98 era of slow growth of fossil fuels.
when also thc sulfur fraclion of fuels was being rcduccd in
some countries, that there was little change in global aerosol
forcing. Thus il is not surprising that climate sinndations for
thc satcllitc cra ([3) achicvc close agreement with observa-
tions withoul any troposphcric aerosol changes.
Most of the current direct and indirect aerosol fl)rcing must
have been introduced during the era of rapid fossil fuel growth.
19511-75. Such aerosol forcing, say -I W/m e, wonld approx-
imately bahmcc, on global average, increased greenhouse
forcing in the same cra. This partial balance of forcings nlay
account tor the lack of strong global temperature change in
that era. Paradoxically, it was probably the slowdown of fossil
fuel growth rates in the last 25 years that allowed greenhouse
warming to dominate over aerosol cooling and a strong global
warming trend to emerge,
]'his interpretation emphasizes the nccd fl)r mcasurcnlcnts
of the acrosol and cloud forcings, This follows also from Fig.
2, which shows that the uncertainty in lhc ncl climate forcing
is dominatcd by the unccrlainty in the forccd cloud changes.
It is noteworthy that at present there is no major research
program focused on accuratcly defining this latter fl_rcing.
l,and-Use. Land-use climate t\_rcing, not included by I PCC
(2), needs morc attcnlit)n. Our preliminary analysis indicates
that it is a minor global cooling factor, its incrcased albcdo in
snowy regions excccds lhe effect of reduced evaporative
cooling of low latitude dcflwestation. But improvcd assess-
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ments, based on belier input data and increased realism of land
surface processes in climate models, are needed.
Solar lrradiance. Sometimes it is argued that climate forcing
due to solar variability is negligible because it is much smaller
than the GHG forcing. However, a more relew, nt comparison
is with the net forcing by all other known mechanisms. Fig, 2
suggests that this net forcing may be only _ l W/m 2, will,.
considerable uncertainly. Thus a solar forcing of even ().4
W/m'- could have played a substantial role in climate change
during the Industrial era. if solar irradiance is now at a
relatively high level, as some evidence suggests (39), solar
forcing could be negatve in the coming century, thus tending
to counteract GHG forcing rather than reinforcing it (Fig. 2),
This emphasizes our need to monitor and understand solar
variability,
Scenarios. Climate forcing scenarios are essential for cli-
mate predictions, including communications with the public
about potentially dangerous climate changes (46, 47). But if
only one f()rcing scenario is used in climate simulations, as has
been a recent tendency, the scenario itself is likely to be taken
as a prediction, as well as the calcu[atcd climate change,
Moreover, the single scenarios tend to be "business its UStla["
or 1% COz/yr forcings, which arc approximately double the
actual current climate lore[rigs. As onc of the purposes of
simulations is to M[ow considcrati(m of options fl+r less drastic
change, and as there is large uncertainty in present and future
forcings, we recommend the use of multiple scenarios. This will
aid objective analysis of climate change as it unfolds in coming
years.
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